ENTRY FORM

ClearMark Awards 2011

Title of your entry:

National Archives Public Web Site Redesign

Who is the target audience for this entry?
The public is our primary audience and our data shows that 37% are researchers/genealogists/family historians,
30% are veterans or veteran's family members, 14% are educators or students. Of these, 69% are first-time
visitors.
What is the purpose of this entry?
This entry shows how we redesigned the web site to focus on the primary customer tasks. The top tasks include
researching historical documents, getting personal military service records, looking for family documents, planning
a visit, and using lesson plans. Based on the top task analysis, focusing the redesign on these tasks would
improve the experience of over 80% of site visitors. This entry also shows the results of a transparent redesign
process where visitors and stakeholders participated in the redesign process and voted for the final design. With
the staff and public's input, we streamlined the navigation, improved access to online holdings, simplified the
content, and updated the visual design.
What were the main constraints affecting this entry (for instance, regulatory
requirements, limited time or budget, existing formatting)? Limit 725 characters
In addition to meeting all laws and regulations for Federal web sites such as Access for People with Disabilities
(Section 508), the Plain Writing Act of 2010, the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) etc., we needed to meet a
variety of visitor tasks while also meeting stakeholder requirements and increasing the site’s accessibility and
usability. We were also under a tight deadline to launch the new site while working on several other major
projects for our agency. One of our goals was to allow as much stakeholder and visitor participation as possible
and still stay on schedule. (The redesign was part of the flagship Open Government Initiative to create an
effective and easy tool for our users.)
Describe any testing associated with this entry.

Limit 725 characters

The redesign was based on reviews of multiple card sorts, customer questionnaires, web statistics, online surveys
and customer feedback, usability testing, and online and in-person voting. Card sorts were provided to
designated audiences as well as to the public to confirm preferred terminology and site organization. Usability
tests were performed throughout the design process, from the wireframe stage to prototypes to an interactive site,
and testing has continued post-launch. Online and in-person voting were used to confirm the preferred design of
four different graphic design concepts.
Describe any results associated with this entry.

Limit 725 characters

Results of public opportunities to participate online and in person using tools such as cards sorts, user testing
software, and social media networks to help organize and label content are online
(http://www.archives.gov/open/redesign/). More than 3,000 visitors participated in voting for the preferred design.
Positive comments since the 12/13/10 launch: "Wow, great redesign. Love the clean lines and calming colors that
allow the focus to be on the amazing content." "The redesigned Archives.gov looks gorgeous and the new top
labels are very good! Congratulations on the good design and organization!" "The new design is cleaner, features
clearer organization of content and loaded more quickly on my mobile device." Survey results show continued
satisfaction and improved satisfaction with look & feel, navigation, and online transparency.
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Web/Dynamic Media entries only
This category is for websites and other content created for online use. Print
documents that are posted on the web should be entered in other categories.
List up to 5 pages you want the judges to review
There are 5 pages listed here -- before/after comparisons are included in the printouts.
1. Archives.gov Homepage http://www.archives.gov/
2. Veterans Portal http://www.archives.gov/veterans/
3. Genealogy Portal http://www.archives.gov/research/genealogy/
4. Research Topics http://www.archives.gov/research/topics/
5. Teachers Resources Portal http://www.archives.gov/education/

Browser, software, password or other requirements necessary for viewing the site
None

ABOUT THE SUBMITTER AND OWNER
Do you have approval for submitting this entry?
Yes
Person or organization that owns the entry document or site, if not you. Name
Organization National Archives and Records Administration

Email webprogram@nara.gov
ABOUT THE TEAM OR INDIVIDUAL
List individuals, teams or entities who should receive credit if this entry wins.
National Archives Web Program Staff:
Sarah Araghi
Jocelyn Blakely-Hill
Crystal Brooks
Darren Cole
Michelle Dozier
Michael Lingenfelter
Patrick McCann
Kelly Osborn
Holly Russo
Sarah Swanson
Web Design Contractor: KForce Government Solutions
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